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Abstract 

In current tolerancng practice, designers have to manually specify tolerances: either on a drawing or in a CAD system. 

Different designers will possibly arrive at different tolerance specifications for the same nominal geometry. ,The paper 
demonstrates that this situation can be avoided in the case of functional tolerancing with a focus on the geometry relevant for 
functioning. Under this restriction, the specification of too tight or too many tolerances can also be avoided. The paper 
describes a tool for functional tolerance specification which supports the user in automatically proposing geometric tolerance 
types where the user only has to give in the tolerance values. Apart from this semi-automatic tolerance type specification, 
manual specification is still possible. 

Keywords: Tolerance specification: Tolerance representation: ‘ITRS 

1. Introduction 

This paper is the first in a series of two on a computer aided tolerancing tool as part of a larger academic 
prototype focusing on re-design support in general called FROOM. This paper elaborates on computer support 
of the specification of tolerances whereas the second paper focuses on tolerance analysis. Tolerance specifica- 
tion is introduced in Section 1.1. The FROOM system is introduced in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 provides an 
overview of the remainder of the paper. 

1. I. Tolerance specijication 

Tolerance specification is the activity of specifying tolerances; defining the tolerance types and related 
tolerance values (geometric tolerances are assumed). Tolerance specification is preferably carried out in 
conformance with the tolerancing standards (e.g. IS0 1101 [I], ANSI Y 14SM [2]). However, the standards do 
not give a method of how tolerances should be specified. Therefore, research into the specification of tolerances 
seems to be required, especially because only relatively few research in this field has been performed so far. 
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Fig. 1. System architecture of FROOM (IOD = interactive object definition). 

In current tolerancing practice, designers have to manually specify both tolerance types and values either on a 

drawing or in a CAD system. The tolerance specification in this case depends largely on the designer’s 
judgement and experience regarding subjects like functioning, materials and manufacturing processes. There- 
fore, different designers will possibly arrive at different tolerance specifications for the same nominal geometry. 

1.2. Froom 

FROOM is a prototype of a re-design support system, currently under development. FROOM stands for 
Features and Relations used in Object Oriented Modeling. FROOM incorporates tolerancing functionality 
aiming to support (re-)design and to integrate with CAPP. FROOM is a feature based system, allowing the 

modeling of both components and assemblies. FROOM employs conceptual graphs for knowledge representa- 
tion [3]. Fig. 1 shows FROOM’s system architecture. 

Two different kinds of users are distinguished: end-users and system manager users. For these two different 
user groups, separate user interfaces are available. End-users are the designers or draftsmen who design and 
detail assemblies, components, etc.; they perform the actual design tasks. In the modeling module of FROOM, 
components, assemblies and constraints can be modeled by the end-user. The modeling module has access to the 
kernel modeler, which offers the basic geometry processing functionality. In FROOM, the commercially 
available ACIS’” kernel modeler is used for this [4]. The tolerancing tool is part of the (constraint) modeling 
module of FROOM. The application module includes the possible mappings to applications and the applications 
themselves. For more details on FROOM, see [3,5,6]. System manager users customize the system to a certain 
application domain, company and user (group). They define the features to be used, the catalogues from which 
selections can be made, etc. For the tolerancing tool end-users are of main interest. 

1.3. Ouerview of the paper 

An overview is provided of previous work in tolerance specification and representation in Section 2. In 
Section 3 the overall design of the tolerance specification functionality in FROOM is presented. The TTRS 
based tolerance representation that is employed is addressed in Section 4. Semi-automatic tolerance specification 
is briefly elaborated in Section 5 while manual tolerance specification is addressed in Section 6. Finally, 
conclusions and recommendations are provided in Section 7. 

2. Previous work 

Tolerance representation is important together with tolerance specification as the way tolerances are 
represented often influences the way in which they can be specified and vice versa. An adequate tolerance 
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representation enablles computerization of applications following tolerance specification such as tolerance 
analysis and tolerance synthesis. A subdivision is therefore made into tolerance representation (Section 2. l), and 
tolerance specification (Section 2.2). 

2.1. Previous work ,in tolerance representation 

A lot of (possibly theoretically and mathematically correct) approaches for the computer representation of 
tolerances as proposed in literature do not sufficiently comply with the international standards. For human 
designers, these approaches will not be sufficient to replace the tolerancing standards as they are not expressive 
enough; their “syntax and semantics” are too limited. Moreover, it will be hard to introduce a completely new 
and different tolerancing standard on a world wide basis even if it has sufficient expressiveness to humans as 
well as to provide for a mathematically correct model for use in computer systems. Therefore, it seems more 
appropriate to look for a theoretical model of tolerancing, or tolerance representation scheme, that is in 
accordance with the international standards. 

An early example of previous work in order to come to a mathematically correct model for tolerancing is the 

solids offset approach by Requicha [7], extended in 181. In this approach, nominal surfaces are given a pair of 
offset surfaces to determine the tolerance zones. This approach differs from the tolerancing standards [9]. 
Because the individual pairs of offset surfaces are combined to obtain a composite tolerance zone of the entire 
solid, the individual tolerances cease to be independent constraints. 

Jayaraman and Srinivasan introduced the notion of virtual boundary requirement in an attempt to redefine the 
notion of tolerances from the viewpoint of functional tolerances [lo,1 11. Jayaraman and Srinivasan note that the 
real purpose of tolerances is to characterize functional requirements. Two functional constraints are cited that 
are believed to account for most tolerances; the maintenance of material bulk in critical locations and spatial 
relationships for assembly. These requirements can be captured as virtual boundary requirements. Virtual 
Boundary Requiremsents are considered as a collection of virtual half spaces. The interpretation of datums in this 

approach is not in accordance with the standards. 
Turner proposed a feasibility space approach [ 12,131 which however does not seem to be suitable for 3D 

tolerance representation because of a too high complexity and doubtful usefulness in 3D. 
Wirtz used a vectorial approach in which each tolerance is represented as a limit on the components of a 

vector that relates a given toleranced feature to a given reference feature [ 141. The vectorial approach by Wirtz 
also seems insufficient: it is not close to the standards and is oriented too much towards older dimensioning and 

tolerancing practices. 
Building on their earlier work in the field of computer aided inspection and the work by Requicha and 

Jayaraman and Srinivasan and Wirtz, ClCment et al. arrive at a tolerance representation model which is 
compatible with the standards and which seems to be theoretically and mathematically sound [ 15 181. Using the 
theory of the set of displacements by Her& [19], Clement et al. have proven that there are only seven 
elementary surface t.ypes: spherical surface, planar surface, cylinder surface, helical surface, rotational surface, 
prismatic surface and “any” surface. When these seven surface types are combined, 28 cases of combination 
can be found. These combinations of surfaces are called TARS: Technologically and Topologically Related 
Surfaces. There is a finite number (2 44) of reclassifications of TTRS which denote the theoretical number of 
different tolerances (cases). On this basis, a computer system can automatically propose tolerance types 
employing an assernbly model (geometric tolerances). Also reference (datum) elements can be determined 
(semi-)automatically . These elements are called MGDE: Minimum Geometric Datum Element; see first two 
columns of Table 1 for the MGDEs related to each elementary surface as discerned by ClCment et al. The same 
set of MGDE is used for determining the datum of composed TTRS. When two elementary surfaces are 
combined in a ‘ITRS, the resulting TARS can be classified into one of the seven basic classes depending on the 
types of surfaces involved and the geometric relations between them. See Table 1 for the reclassifications of 
TTRS. In this approach, tolerances are represented vectorially, in so-called torsors, allowing for tolerance 
analysis [20,21]. 
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a The first two columns indicate the MGDE which is associated with each elementary surface. In the remaining table the cases of 

tolerancing between surfaces are indicated, including the resulting TTRS represented by their MGDEs (modified after [ 151) 

2.2. Previous work in tolerance specification 

A distinction is made between tolerance type specification, tolerance value specification and the use of 
manufacturing or process information in tolerance specification. 

2.2.1. Tolerance type spec$cation 
The approach to tolerance specification as presented in [15-171, [22-251 is an exception to most previous 

approaches towards tolerance specification. Clement et al. propose a method to determine tolerance types 

automatically from the assembly model, resulting in a functional tolerance specification. Most other approaches 
in computer aided tolerancing are based on manual tolerance specification, usually starting out from single 
components. The tolerance specification method by Clement et al. is carried out on the basis of face associations 
between the different components in the assembly, also called the mating function [26]. By finding kinematic 
loops (in the graph representing the assembly), faces are found on individual components which can be 
toleranced relative to one another [25]. 

2.2.2. Tolerance value specijcation 

Once tolerance types have been determined, either automatically or manually, tolerance values can be 
specified. So far, in existing literature tolerance value specification has not been automated. Of course a 
tolerancing system can propose some default tolerance values, but this does not reflect deep knowledge by the 
system on the functions to be performed. Clement et al. have made an investigation into different functions (like 
rotational guidance, translational guidance, etc.> and their relation to tolerance values using catalogues of large 
vendors of components like bearings [ 171. From this research, however, it seems to be an overwhelming amount 
of work to develop a tolerance specification module which is able to automatically propose appropriate 
tolerance values in many different companies and application domains. However, a tolerance specification 
module which can be adapted according to the application domain and company and that is able to propose 
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assembly rn~~~~~ 

assembly requirements 

Fig. 2. Main function of the tolerancing module. 

adequate tolerance values in most cases seems indeed feasible. Here, the system manager user as distinguished 
previously can fulfill a significant role. Nassef et al. employed genetic algorithms for tolerance value and type 
allocation [27]. However, this approach should be regarded as belonging to tolerance synthesis and less to 

tolerance specification. 

2.2.3. Use of manujzcturing process/material information in tolerance speczjkation 

If manufacturing process and/or material are known, this information can be used advantageously during 
tolerance specification. As such this can be seen as a kind of a priori tolerance synthesis. An example of this is 

provided in [28] in which process and material information are used in order to support the specification of size 
tolerances in the design of injection molded parts. A method is proposed that employs process simulation in 
order to assign optimal tolerances without constraining process engineers. Simulation is used to quantify the size 
tolerances due to process variations and estimate sensitivities. It is not clear whether the presented approach can 
easily be extended to include geometric tolerances together with size tolerances. 

3. Overall functionality of the tolerance specification tool 

A first design iteration of the design of the FROOM tolerance specification functionality has been described 
in [5,6]. Fig. 2 shows the main function of a tolerancing module in a simplified way. Fig. 2 also shows that apart 
from the tolerance types and values, a lot of additional data can be generated by a tolerancing module, e.g. on 
feasibility and quality of assembly, cost, etc. The areas of tolerance specification, analysis and synthesis can be 

functional requirements 
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Fig. 3. The main snb-functions of the tolerancing module: tolerance specification, analysis and synthesis and their connections. 
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Fig. 4. Tolerance specification functionality (for simplicity retrieval and modification of existing tolerances as well as the iterative nature of 

tolerance specification is not shown). 

seen as functions that need to be present in a re-design support system (Fig. 3). The functional decomposition of 
Fig. 3, was decomposed further resulting in the following sub functions: tolerance representation, tolerance 
specification, tolerance analysis, tolerance synthesis, tolerance presentation, storage and retrieval [5]. In the 
following only tolerance representation and tolerance specification are addressed in more detail. 

For tolerance representation, i.e. the computer internal mathematical model of the tolerances, the vectorial 
torsor approach combined with the TTRS and MGDE concepts as described in e.g. [16,17,29] has been 
selected. The main reason for this was that most other methods were not in conformance with the tolerancing 

standards. Another reason for selecting the torsor approach is that it is based on a strong mathematic 
background in kinematics, e.g. [19]. Using this mathematic background can offer great advantages in 
tolerance analysis and synthesis. 
For tolerance specification, essentially the method as proposed by Clement et al. [15] was adopted, merely 
because there are no other methods for functional tolerance specification and because of the straightforward 
and logical nature of this approach. However, this method needs to be combined with a manual mode of 
tolerance specification as not all tolerances are by default functional in their origin. 
The main sub-functions of the tolerance specification function of Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 4. 

4. The selected tolerance representation scheme 

In the following the concepts of TTRS, MGDE and torsor are elaborated further as these are central to the 
tolerance representation in FROOM. Finally, the FROOM internal geometric tolerance representation format 
containing TARS, MGDE and torsors is discussed. 

4.1. The applied l’TRS concept 

In tolerancing, surfaces are often associated two by two. The seven elementary types of surfaces that were 
derived by Clement et al. can be associated two by two. The association of surfaces is central to the definition of 
TTRS (Technologically and Topologically Related Surfaces) as has been proposed by Clement et al. [15,26]: 

A TTRS is defined as an assembly formed by two surfaces (or between a surface and a TARS or between two 
TARS) belonging to the same solid (topological aspect) and located in the same kinematic loop in a given 

mechanism (technological aspect). 

A somewhat different, more generic, definition of TARS is provided by Riviere [29]: 

A TARS is a pair of sur$aces for TARS) belonging to the same solid which are associated because of finctional 
reasons. 
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component TlXS tree pointer list 

face-id obj_ face 

reference vector 

Fig. 5. Data structure for TIXS, MGDE and torsors in FROOM. 

Clement et al. have made an extensive classification of all possible associations of the seven elementary 
surface types, and thus TTRS. One would expect 7 X 7 = 49 different types of association. However, only 
relative positions of two surfaces are of interest. Therefore, only 28 cases of surface association remain (i.e. 
7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 cases or one half of a 7 X 7 matrix including the diagonal); see Table 1. Although 
surface associations can be regarded as “symmetric”, tolerances cannot. This is due to the fact that there is both 
a referenced and a toleranced face. Therefore, some tolerancing cases which are “below” the diagonal in Table 
1, and shown blank, should also be regarded [ 171. 

When two elementary surfaces are combined in a TTRS, the resulting TTRS can be classified into one of the 
seven basic classes depending on the types of surfaces involved and the geometric relations between them. A 
systematic analysis of all possible cases of object reclassification has revealed (at least) 44 cases of tolerancing 
[20,29]. It must be noted here that the number of 44 was obtained by counting the number of cases in Table 1 
and could grow if more special cases and cases below the diagonal are considered. Therefore, the actual number 
of the tolerancing cases is less important than the fact that there is only a finite number of tolerancing cases. 

4.2. The applied MGDE concept 

The Minimum Geometric Datum Element, or MGDE, of a TARS is the minimum set of points, lines or 
planes necessary and sufficient to define the reference frame corresponding to the invariant sub-group of that 
TTRS. The concept of MGDE also has been proposed by ClCment et al. [15,161. The MGDE remains invariant 
for the displacement it is defining. The MGDE is a set of a reference point, reference line and a reference plane, 
but not all these elements are always necessary to define the MGDE sufficiently. The MGDE for a cylinder, for 
example, is the axis of the cylinder (i.e. the MGDE consists of a reference line only). Table 1 shows for each 
elementary surface its associated MGDE as well as the symbol used for the MGDE. In [15] rules are described 
that determine the location of MGDE. 

4.3. The applied torsor concept 

For each tolerance related to a TARS, the tolerance zone can be represented as a tolerance torsor, which 
represents the small displacements that are possible within the tolerance zone. These small displacements are 
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referred to as micro-degrees of freedom in order to make a distinction with large kinematic displacements, 
referred to as macro-degrees of freedom which can be used in solving geometric (nominal geometry) constraints 
[5,6] as well as in tolerance analysis; part II. Instead of torsors, matrices can be used for representing small 
displacements. The general displacement torsor/matrix can respectively be written as [21]: 

= 

LYJ 
YCP - sy Ca + cyspsff sysa + cyspca u 

SYCP cy Ca + syspsa - CyScY + syspcff v 

-SP cpsa CPCCY W 

0 0 0 1 

(1) 

In this torsor/matrix u, v and w are the small translation parts along x, y and z axes respectively whereas 
CY, /3 and y indicate the small rotations around these axes. For FROOM the matrix approach has been selected 

b1. 

4.4. Geometric tolerance representation implementation in FROOM 

The data structure in which both TTRS, MGDE and torsor matrix are stored in FROOM is shown in Fig. 5. 
This structure is stored in the OracleTM database. How TTRS, MGDEs and torsors are determined, is elaborated 

in [6]. 

Fig. 6. The system proposes a parallelism tolerance between the two gear holes. 
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5. Semi-automatic tolerance specification in FROOM 

Based upon the theory as presented in 161 which on its turn is partly based upon [l&23,25], FROOM is able 
to generate tolerance types automatically based on a conceptual graph representation of an assembly model. The 
rules for loop detection, constructing MGDE, ‘ITRS, etc. are implemented using C + + . Fig. 6 provides an 
example of tolerance specification of a gear pump. In this case the user has selected the option for automatic 
tolerance specificatilon after assembly modeling was completed. Thus an assembly model with the nominal 
geometry of each component was necessary. From that moment the application is almost a one press button 
application. The use:r is proposed the tolerance types by the system based on the kinematic loops and the TTRS 
theory. The user then only has to accept the tolerance type and give a tolerance value, offsets, etc. 

6. Manual tolerance specification 

Not all tolerances are by definition purely functional. Tolerances could for instance be specified in order to 
improve the visual appearance of an object. Also, users will always want to have the possibility to specify their 
“own” tolerances or to overrule those proposed by the system. 

In case of manual tolerance specification, it will be of great importance to also generate TTRS in order to 
allow downstream ;applications to work with the results from both semi-automatic and manual modes of 
tolerance specification. In fact, for the downstream applications the source of a specified tolerance (manual/au- 
tomatic) should not matter. In an intermittent mode of manual and semi-automatic tolerance specification it is 
important to check for completeness and coherence of the specified tolerances. 

The manual toler,ance specification functionality has the user interface as shown in Fig. 7. On the lower left 

is the main tolerance specification window where the user decided what to do: manual tolerance specification or 
(semi-)automatic toLance specification. Fig. 6 came into existence after clicking on the automatic specification 
option. In Fig. 7 on the lower right, the main window for manual tolerance specification is shown. A distinction 
has been made between the following options: manual specification of size tolerances, individual tolerances, 
related tolerances and assembly conditions (clearances or orientations). After this, the user is asked to select the 
face(s) to be toleranced. Once this has been done, the tolerance value, offset, etc. can be specified, most often in 
a window similar to the one of Fig. 6. 

Size tolerances are subdivided into individual size tolerances (on a single face like a size tolerance on a 

diameter) and related size tolerances (always between 2 faces). Instead of specifying size tolerance values it is 
also possible to specify IT classes. Size tolerances are not transferred (yet) into geometric tolerances or ‘ITRS. 
However, in tolerance analysis individual size tolerances are used to create some kind of a (pseudo) TTRS 
which however has -Faces on different components [5,6]. The term pseudo TTRS has been proposed by Clement 

et al. [30]. 
Individual tolerances are form tolerances, screw threads and roughnesses. Individual size tolerances are 

transformed into special ‘ITRS (one single surface is transformed into a TTRS, the so-called TTRS cases O-l 
through O-7 1161). Screw threads and roughnesses are specified and stored for applications like process 
planning. 

Related tolerances can be specified in two ways: either by just selecting the two faces to be toleranced or by 
selecting the two faces and the tolerance type. In the first case, the system uses the TTRS table (Table 1) to 
propose one or more tolerance types, similar to the semi-automatic specification. Thus, local incoherences can 
be avoided. Howen:r, the TTRS table does not provide for all types of tolerances that are available in the 
standards and that do have wide practical use. Examples are the runout and total runout tolerances. These 
tolerance types can be regarded as exceptions with respect to other tolerance types in that they are both 
orientation, position and form tolerances in one [23]. It is interesting to note that these tolerances mainly occur 
for cylindrical surfaces and surfaces of revolution of components which have at least one rotational (macro) 
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Fig. 7. Main tolerance specification window (lower left) with manual tolerance specification window which appears after clicking “manual 

create”. 

degree of freedom around their axes (representing a line basis-MGDE). This type of domain knowledge could 
easily be added to the knowledge contained in the TTRS table using a technique which keeps track of the 
macro-degrees of freedom of each component [5,6]. However, in order to overcome future omissions in the 
TTRS table, it is still possible in FROOM to specify a tolerance type and the two faces to be related by that 

tolerance type. 
Assembly conditions are specified because clearances and orientations between faces of different components 

need also be specified. 
Some of the data structures that are used in addition to those for geometric tolerances (which are represented 

by TTRS, MGDE and torsors) are shown in Fig. 8. These data structures are amongst others necessary for 
tolerance analysis, which is elaborated in part II on tolerance analysis. 

Assembly (tote) condition 

Individual size tolerance 

Related size tolerance 

Fig. 8. Additional data structures for the manual tolerance specification functionality. 
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selected face(s) (+ tolerance type) 
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Build new ‘ITRS 

Build MGDE 

+ 
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4 
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t 
Build TTRS or tolerance the MGDEs 

Fig. 9. Algorithm for manual tolerance specification. 

6.1. Building TTRS hierarchies in manual tolerance specification 

In the case of m,anual tolerance specification, there is not necessarily an assembly model whose kinematic 
loops together with. some rules can help in building the TTRS hierarchies. Thus, some new rules seem 
necessary. In the following we propose some rules that help in manual tolerance specification. 

In manual tolerance specification TTRS can be built if only form tolerances have been specified on single 
surfaces by using the O-l - O-7 special ‘ITRS cases. If related geometric tolerances have been specified 
between two surfaces normal TTRS can be built. In other cases data structures are built as indicated in Fig. 8. 

While building TTRS, first a check has to be performed whether all the selected face(s) are already part of 
one and the same existing TTRS/MGDE. If this is not the case, and if neither of the faces belongs to an 
existing TTRS, a completely new TTRS can be built using the ‘ITRS table. In this case the system proposes 
tolerance types and the user has to determine the tolerance values. If, on the other hand, one or more of the 
selected faces are part of existing TI’RS, the following cases can be distinguished. Either all selected faces are 
part of different previously existing TTRS: if one of the TTRS is of the “any” type, the MGDE of both TARS 

should be toleranced. Otherwise ‘ITRS can be built. This rule is in accordance with [18]. If one of the selected 
faces is part of a TTRS/MGDE and the other is not (it is “free”), then the surface not belonging to a TTRS 
should be transformed into a single surface TTRS. Then the same criterion as above should be applied. This 

approach is illustrated by Fig. 9. 

6.2. Building TTRS hierarchies in mixed manual/automatic specification 

In a mixed mode of tolerance specification, both modes need to take into account TTRS results of the other 
mode. The semi-automatic mode for instance needs a check as described above and illustrated in Fig. 9 before 
new TTRS are built. 

Once tolerance s,pecification has been completed, in both modes, it is possible that for each component 
considered several unrelated TTRS trees exist. These TTRS can be related by tolerancing their MGDEs [18]. 

7. Conclusions and recommendations 

A tolerance specification tool has been presented which allows for functional tolerance specification. The 
method focuses on the geometry necessary for fulfilling the required functions. Other aspects like lubrication, 
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material or manufacturing process have not been considered. Semi-automatic tolerance specification, based on 
the method by Clement et al., has been combined with manual tolerance specification. In both cases a tolerance 
representation scheme is generated in terms of the TTRS model which is compatible with the tolerancing 

standards and which provides a correct mathematical model of tolerances, allowing for the computerization of 
downstream applications like tolerance analysis and synthesis. 

Evaluation of the presented tolerance specification method in industrial practice is desirable. Extension to the 
support of the specification of tolerance values seems desirable. For the near future it seems most appropriate to 
follow a pragmatic approach in which the system manager gets some functionality to pre-define preferred 
default tolerance values depending on the particular application. The reason is that there is not yet a well 
understood general theory that describes the effect of tolerances on the behavior of mechanisms. As this 
understanding increases, tolerance specification functionality could be enhanced using information not only 
based on geometry, e.g. on lubrication, thermal effects, manufacturing process and material. 
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